
Introduction!
In order to make sense of the torrent of new information and the use of a new program called Ilmo 
we decided to start with a simple statistical test with rolling dice. To do this we discovered statistical 
methods in two parts:!!
Part 1. Understand the use of the program by importing (processing) generated data and fitting 
models in Illmo to draw conclusions about the amount of data and fairness of the dice.!!
Part 2. Experimenting with real dice and gather data in a real situation. In this part we are exploring 
if we can rig the dice and if the surface on which you throw has effect on the outcome. !!
By doing the experiment with the dice we got to explore the use of discrete data and understand 
how to draw conclusions about the collected data.!!
Part 1.!
Hypothesis.!
Using the random function in processing reproduces the same result as a fair dice.!!
Method.!
Through a processing patch I use the random function to generate a list of 50/500 & 1000 
measures. By using this difference I could explore what the effect is of more measures and if the 
significance will be more.!!
println("dobbelsteen");!
for (int i=0; i <= 50; i++) {!
 println(int(random(6)+1));!
}!!
Analysis.!
In order to make an estimate if the random function is fair we experimented with different amounts 
of data imported this into the program called Illmo. By analysing the log likelihood profile we can 
give an estimate if the random function is fair. If it is fair, 3.5 should lay within the 95% certainty 
boundary.!!
Stimsel: cumulative model & data! ! ! ! Log likelihood Profile!!!
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This analysis shows that the dice can be fair. The value 3.5 lies within the LLP curve and within the 
95% probability boundary.!
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This analysis shows that the dice can be fair. The value 3.5 lies exactly in the middle of the LLP 
curve and within the 95% probability boundary. Also you can see that the curve is smaller because 
of more measured data.! !!
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This analysis shows that with 95% probability we can say that this dice is not fair because the 
value 3.5 is outside the boundaries of the log likelihood profile. !!
Conclusion!
Strangely enough the amounts of 50 and 500 seem to have a fair outcome. However the one with 
most data is not entirely fair. Although more precies it seems to not be on the 3.5 .!!
Evaluation!
Through this method and small test we could find our way around the program called Illmo and 
understand how to fit the right distribution model to the data. Then afterwards explain what kind of 
conclusions we can make according to the model outcomes. It showed that the curve of the LLP 
will become smaller when there is more analysed data. In that case you can make conclusions with 
more probability. In this test we did not take into account the fact that we are dealing with discrete 
data instead of continues. That is why the model also gives probability that you will throw 7 (which 
is impossible with a dice). In the next experimental test we will take into account this extra option.!!!



Part 2!
Hypothesis!
The layer in between the magnetic dice and a metal surface will influence the outcome of the test 
significantly.!!
Method.!!
In this test we made a wooden dice with a magnetic piece in the side of the one. Expecting that the  
metal surface underneath and the slight weight imbalance can influence the outcome by throwing 
more six then 1. To test this we tried different surfaces in between and performed a null test on a 
wooden surface.!

1. Plastic/wood surface (null)!! ! !   2. Thin cardboard surface with metal bottom!

3. Foam board surface with metal bottom! !   4. Fake grass surface with metal bottom! !!
Each dice we throw 49 times and write down what the number is.!!
Results.!
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Analysis.!
The model that fits best to the data is the Gaussian distribution (power = 2). The relation between 
the cumulative data and the model is shown in these graphs for each situation. Also I put the LLP 
profile based on the models and data.!



These graphs show the differences in the data. However the real comparison is better to evaluate 
with a T-test.! !

(2 - 1) : !
Gaussian model : dif = 0.367347!
pairwise T-test (assuming equal variance):!
se (pooled standard error) = 1.70072!
se_dif (standard error of dif) = 0.343596!
two-sided T-test:!
T(96) = dif/se_dif = 1.0691 (p=0.287695)!
|T| < 1.9849 (p=0.05) : not significant! !
confidence CI(dif) = [-0.314642,1.04934]!
effect size - r = sqrt(T*T/(T*T+96)) = 0.108473!
effect size - Cohen's d = dif/se = 0.215996!
estimated power is 0.179904!
(need 9.33 times as many trials for beta=0.8)!!!

!!!!

(3 - 1) : !
Gaussian model : dif = -0.0204082!
pairwise T-test (assuming equal variance):!
se (pooled standard error) = 1.76897!
se_dif (standard error of dif) = 0.357386!
two-sided T-test:!
T(96) = dif/se_dif = -0.0571 (p=0.954581)!
|T| < 1.9849 (p=0.05) : not significant!
confidence CI(dif) = [-0.729767,0.688951]!
effect size - r = sqrt(T*T/(T*T+96)) = 
0.00582806!
effect size - Cohen's d = dif/se = -0.011537!
estimated power is 0.0269431!
(need 3272.04 times as many trials for 
beta=0.8)

(4 - 1) : !
Gaussian model : dif = -0.44898!
pairwise T-test (assuming equal variance):!
se (pooled standard error) = 1.76054!
se_dif (standard error of dif) = 0.355682!
two-sided T-test:!
T(96) = dif/se_dif = -1.2623 (p=0.209897)!
|T| < 1.9849 (p=0.05) : not significant!
confidence CI(dif) = [-1.15496,0.256998]!
effect size - r = sqrt(T*T/(T*T+96)) = 0.127777!
effect size - Cohen's d = dif/se = -0.255024!
estimated power is 0.234978!
(need 6.70 times as many trials for beta=0.8)



Conclusion!
We took the first data set as a null value. The average of the lies just above the 3.5 and the LLP 
also shows that 3.5 is within 95% probability range.!!
When we observe and analyse the graphs we see clear differences between the 1. and 2. and 4. 
However the when we look at the T-tests we see that not one of the data sets has a significant 
enough difference to make a clear and justified conclusion. It seems like there is the biggest 
difference between the wooden table (null) and the grass matt. However we will still need 6.7 times 
as many trials before we can be certain enough.!!
Evaluation!
The averages are far away from each other and based on only that value we can conclude that 
there is a clear difference. However when we start to analyse the data with models and statistical 
methods we can conclude that there is insufficient data to make those conclusions. The chance 
that the same data can be reproduced with the same test for a 2nd time is very small. Through this  
small test and methods we can make a rough estimate about the number of trials required to show 
a significant difference between the 4 sets.!!
Distribution Analysis vs average!!
1. Prob(0) = 0.163265 (95% CI = [0.073225,0.296484])!
 Prob(1) = 0.081633 (95% CI = [0.022700,0.196066])!
 Prob(2) = 0.224490 (95% CI = [0.117707,0.366232])!
 Prob(3) = 0.163265 (95% CI = [0.073225,0.296484])!
 Prob(4) = 0.142857 (95% CI = [0.059446,0.272461])!
 Prob(5) = 0.224490 (95% CI = [0.117707,0.366232])!!
2. Prob(0) = 0.081633 (95% CI = [0.022700,0.196066])!
 Prob(1) = 0.142857 (95% CI = [0.059446,0.272461])!
 Prob(2) = 0.122449 (95% CI = [0.046274,0.247708])!
 Prob(3) = 0.183673 (95% CI = [0.087588,0.320244])!
 Prob(4) = 0.204082 (95% CI = [0.102427,0.343529])!
 Prob(5) = 0.265306 (95% CI = [0.149425,0.410763])!!
3. Prob(0) = 0.142857 (95% CI = [0.059446,0.272461])!
 Prob(1) = 0.204082 (95% CI = [0.102427,0.343529])!
 Prob(2) = 0.061224 (95% CI = [0.012807,0.168721])!
 Prob(3) = 0.244898 (95% CI = [0.133464,0.388658])!
 Prob(4) = 0.102041 (95% CI = [0.033957,0.222205])!
 Prob(5) = 0.244898 (95% CI = [0.133464,0.388658])!!
4. Prob(0) = 0.224490 (95% CI = [0.117707,0.366232])!
 Prob(1) = 0.183673 (95% CI = [0.087588,0.320244])!
 Prob(2) = 0.142857 (95% CI = [0.059446,0.272461])!
 Prob(3) = 0.142857 (95% CI = [0.059446,0.272461])!
 Prob(4) = 0.163265 (95% CI = [0.073225,0.296484])!
 Prob(5) = 0.142857 (95% CI = [0.059446,0.272461])!!
The data distribution shows much more about the way the data is displayed. Compared to the first 
dice we see that in set 2 the number 6 was thrown much more then in set 1. Even though the 
amount of data is not sufficient to make significant conclusions about the fairness of the dice we 
can at least show that the impact of the data distribution can give a lot of valuable insights 
averages and normal distributions can’t. This insight is important in the data analysis of user 
studies.!!


